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a b s t r a c t

To improve the noise characteristics, software-based noise reduction algorithms are widely used in
cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) pixelated semiconductor gamma camera system. The purpose of this study
was to develop an improved median filtering algorithm using a thresholding method for noise reduction
in a CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma camera system. The gamma camera system simulated is a CZT
pixelated semiconductor detector with a pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator and the spatial resolu-
tion phatnom was designed with the Geant4 Application for Tomography Emission (GATE). In addition, a
noise reduction algorithmwith a median filter using an improved thresholding method is developed and
we applied our proposed algorithm to an acquired spatial resolution phantom image. According to the
results, the proposed median filter improved the noise characteristics compared to a conventional me-
dian filter. In particular, the average for normalized noise power spectrum, contrast to noise ratio, and
coefficient of variation results using the proposed median filter were 10, 1.11, and 1.19 times better than
results using conventional median filter, respectively. In conclusion, our results show that the proposed
median filter using improved the thresholding method results in high imaging performance when
applied in a CZT semiconductor gamma camera system.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Research in nuclear medicine imaging has actively been studied
since H. Bequerel discovered natural radioactivity in 1896. The
gamma camera system is frequently used in the field of nuclear
medicine for cancer detection using the functional imaging tech-
nique [1,2]. In this system, patients are injected with radioisotopes
(99mTc is the most commonly used) that emit gamma rays. In
general, a NaI(Tl) (3.67 g/cm3 density) scintillation material, which
can be grownwith a potassium content of less than 0.5 ppm for low
background applications, is one of the most widely used detectors
in conventional gamma camera systems because of their lower
manufacturing costs and easy crystal growth [3e5].

However, the NaI(Tl) scintillation gamma camera system has the
major limitation of relatively poor imaging quality, including low
spatial resolution, detection efficiency, and low energy resolution
[6]. In addition, based on hygroscopic performance, this system is
difficult to manage in room temperature conditions [7]. To address

these limitations, a pixelated semiconductor material using cad-
mium zinc telluride (CZT) or cadmium telluride (CdTe) has been
introduced and developed for use in newly-designed detectors
[8e11]. The CZT or CdTe pixelated semiconductor detector can ac-
quire images with excellent spatial resolution and has high sensi-
tivity thanks to the small pixel diameters and high density (about
5.80 g/cm3). According to a previous study, the gamma camera
system with a 3-mm thick CZT pixelated semiconductor detector
can achieve a resolution of approximately 0.80 mm full width at
half maximum (FWHM) and 0.08 counts per second per kBq (cps)
using a pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator with 30 mm septal
height [12]. When we compared a CZT pixelated semiconductor
detector and a NaI(Tl) conventional scintillation detector, the
spatial resolution and sensitivity of CZT were 3.81 and 1.52 times
higher than those of NaI(Tl), respectively [13]. In addition, a pixe-
lated semiconductor detector can be used at room temperature
thanks to its high band-gap energy [14].

However, noise is a major problem in gamma camera imaging
systems due to relatively low photon emission [15e17]. This noise
in deteriorates the imaging performance and diagnostic accuracy.
Thus, noise should be suppressed in order to prevent primary countE-mail address: yj20@gachon.ac.kr.
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loss. To cope with this problem, noise reduction algorithms using
image processing software have been developed and researched
[18e21]. Among these algorithms, application of a median filter to
images with noise is one restoration [22]. However, one of the
disadvantages of conventional median filtering is the blurring of
edge information and loss of image details. Also, although aWiener
filter helped noise stabilization in the frequency domain, this filter
also suffers from loss of image details [23]. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to design an improved noise reduction algorithm
with a median filter by using a thresholding method in a CZT
pixelated semiconductor gamma camera system. For that purpose,
we compared our proposed and conventional median filters using
the Geant4 Application for Tomographic Emission (GATE) simula-
tion. The normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS), contrast to
noise ratio (CNR), and coefficient of variation (COV) were used to
evaluate noise reduction ratio.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Geant4 application for Tomographic Emission (GATE)
simulation

Monte Carlo simulations are used extensively to design diag-
nostic systems and to develop image processing algorithms [24].
Among Monte Carlo simulations, Geant4 is widely used in the field
of medical imaging and a tool for modelling the particle passage in
the matter. In this study, we used GATE version 7.0 simulation,
which is based on the open-source Geant4 software based on the
Monte Carlo method [25,26]. For system modelling in the field of
nuclear medicine imaging (gamma camera, single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT), and positron emission tomography
(PET)), this simulation proved to be very useful in many studies
[25e29]. In particular, modelling of radiotherapy, optical imaging,
molecular imaging, and nanoparticle-mediated hyperthermal
therapy was made possible because of recent GATE simulation
advances [30].

2.2. CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma camera system and
spatial resolution phantom modelling

We designed a CZT pixelated semiconductor detector (eV-3500,
eV product, USA), pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator, and
spatial resolution phantom for gamma ray imaging in a GATE
simulation (Fig. 2).

The designed CZT pixelated semiconductor detector consisted of
linear crystal arrays with 0.5 � 0.5 mm2 pixel pitch (total detector
size: 128 � 0.5 mm2 (5 � 0.02 inch2)) and 3 mm thickness. The
detection efficiency was approximately 72.17 and 58.73% for total
and photoelectric absorption at 140 keV gamma ray energy,
respectively. Fig. 1 shows the efficiency of the CZT pixelated semi-
conductor detector with respect to the gamma ray energy.

We simulated a parallel-hole collimator in GATE, which has
been widely used for nuclear medicine imaging [31,32]. In our
previous study, we showed that high quality images were acquired
using a pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator with a pixelated
semiconductor detector system among various collimators [33].
Therefore, we designed a pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator
for our gamma camera system modelling, which consisted of
tungsten because of its lower cost and better image performance
[34]. This collimator had a 0.5 mm hole diameter (to equalize de-
tector pixel pitch) and 30 mm septal height.

Finally, we designed a spatial resolution phantom to assess the
imaging performance using a solution of 99mTc gamma source in
water with different activities and diameters, and the phantomwas
acquiredwith respect to the source-to-collimator distance (1, 3, and

5 cm). This phantom consisted of six different activities and hot-rod
diameters: 9000 Bqe0.5 mm, 15,500 Bqe0.85 mm, 30,000
Bqe1.2 mm, 45,000 Bqe1.5 mm, 60,000 Bqe1.8 mm, and 90,000
Bqe2.1 mm.

2.3. Noise reduction algorithm with median filter using improved
thresholding method

We considered a noise reduction algorithmwith a median filter
using an improved thresholding method to confirm its feasibility
for applications in CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma camera
systems. The improved thresholding method for noise reduction
algorithm modelling can be considered as a special case of de-
noising in medical imaging. The concept of this algorithm was
proposed by B. Wang and Q. Pan [35]. In this study, an improved
median filter was suggested to estimate the noise pixels and will be
changed by neighboring median pixels. Fig. 3 shows the overall
process of the proposed noise reduction algorithm with a median
filter using improved the thresholding method. To compare the
imaging performance of the de-noising technique, we also

Fig. 1. Graph of the detector efficiency of the CZT pixelated semiconductor material at
different gamma ray energies for 3 mm thickness: the total (solid line) and photo-
electric (dashed line) efficiencies are shown.

Fig. 2. Schematic description of the simulated pixelated semiconductor gamma
camera system with a CZT detector, pixel-matched parallel-hole collimator, and spatial
resolution phantom.
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designed conventional methods using a median filter.

2.4. Quantitative evaluation of image performance

The NNPS, CNR, and COV evaluation parameters were used to
evaluate the capability of our designed noise reduction algorithm.
To describe the noise characteristics, NNPS (NPSnormalizedðu; vÞ) is
frequently used in medical imaging and is calculated as follows
[22]:

NPSnormalizedðu;vÞ ¼
NPSðu; vÞ

ðmean signal of average ROIÞ2
(1)
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where u and v are the spatial frequency conjugates in the X and Y
directions, respectively; Nx and Ny are the number of pixels in the X
and Y directions, respectively; Dx and Dy are the pixel spacing in
the X and Y directions, respectively, Iðxi; yjÞ is the image intensity at
the ðxi; yjÞ pixel location, and Sðx; yÞ is the mean intensity.

In addition, the CNR and COVwere used to evaluate the contrast,
signal, and noise characteristics. The CNR and COV are calculated as
follows:

CNR ¼ jST � SBjffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sT þ sB

p (2)

COV ¼ sT

ST
(3)

where ST and sT are the mean and standard deviation of the target
region of interest (ROI), respectively and SB and sB are mean and
the standard deviation for the background ROI, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

The use of gamma rays for nuclear medicine imaging is
invaluable and essential for accurate disease detection. Among
gamma ray imaging systems, a pixelated semiconductor detector
using CZT, which has wide band-gap energy and high density, is
very promising. However, the statistical gamma ray interactions
between the source and object results in noise when few photons
are used to create the image in nuclear medicine imaging systems.
Noise reduction is important to achieve improved visualization of
small structures and lesions. Many researchers suggested the use of
noise reduction algorithms using software techniques to cope with
noise problems. Although median filtering was developed first
among these algorithms, its noise reduction efficiency ratio is
relatively low. Therefore, we designed a noise reduction algorithm
with a median filter using an improved thresholding method,
which can achieve high noise reduction ratio while retaining more
details, and we confirmed the feasibility of this algorithm in a CZT
pixelated semiconductor gamma camera system. For that purpose,
we simulated an eV-3500 CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma
camera system in GATE and evaluated the imaging performance
using NNPS, CNR, and COV.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the spatial resolution phantom im-
age with our designed CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma cam-
era system including ROI for measurement of the NNPS (ROI A),
CNR (ROI B and ROI C), and COV (ROI B). Fig. 5 shows images with
conventional median filtering and our proposedmedian filter using
the improved thresholding method with respect to the source-to-
collimator distance.

The calculated NNPS results using conventional median filter
and our proposedmethod at 1 cm source-to-collimator distance are
shown in Fig. 6. The NNPS results show that the NNPS value for our
proposed median filter method is the lowest (about 10�4 mm2) and
approximately 102 and 10 times lower than for the noisy image and
conventional median filter, respectively. In the NNPS result, we
confirmed that our proposed median filter can reduce the noise
intensity by to a much greater degree and achieve high imaging

Fig. 3. Schematic flow chart of the designed noise reduction algorithm with median
filter and improved thresholding method. This algorithm consists of a thresholding
step using the estimated pixel noise.

Fig. 4. Example of spatial resolution phantom image with ROIs. The NNPS, CNR, and
COV were evaluated after selecting ROI A, ROI B, and ROI C.
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performance.
The evaluated CNR results using conventional median filter and

our proposed median filtering method as a function of the source-
to-collimator distance are shown in Fig. 7. The evaluated CNR ob-
tained from the noisy image, median filter, and our proposed me-
dian filter increased in this order. By comparing with noise
reduction methods, the CNR result using our proposed median
filter was 2.14, 2.26, and 2.59 times higher than that of the noisy

image at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-collimator distances, respectively.
In addition, the CNR result using our proposed median filter was
1.08, 1.11, and 1.13 times higher than that of the conventional me-
dian filter at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-collimator distances,
respectively.

The evaluated COV results using the conventional median filter
and our proposed median filter method as a function of the source-
to-collimator distance are shown in Fig. 8. The evaluated COV ob-
tained from our proposed median filter, the conventional median
filter, and the noisy image increased in this order. By comparing the
noise reduction methods, the COV result using our proposed me-
dian filter was 1.60, 1.64, and 1.66 times higher than that of the
noisy image at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-collimator distances,
respectively. In addition, the COV result using our proposed median
filter was 1.13, 1.17, and 1.25 times higher than that of the con-
ventional median filter at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-collimator dis-
tances, respectively.

According to the results, our proposed median filter using the
improved thresholding method is the most suitable and performed
exceptionally well in CZT pixelated semiconductor gamma camera
systems. Our proposed median filter is applied to the gamma ray
images, and the visual appearance after noise reduction improved
because of the enhanced threshold approach using differences and

Fig. 5. Simulated images for the noisy, median filter, and proposed median filter with
improved thresholding for various source-to-collimator distances: (a) 1 cm, (b) 3 cm,
and (c) 5 cm.

Fig. 6. NNPS results (using ROI A in Fig. 4) for the noisy image, median filter, and
proposed median filter with improved thresholding at 1 cm source-to-collimator
distance.

Fig. 7. CNR results (using ROI B and ROI C in Fig. 4) for the noisy image, median filter,
and proposed median filter with improved thresholding at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-
collimator distances.

Fig. 8. COV results (using ROI B in Fig. 4) for the noisy image, median filter, and
proposed median filter with improved thresholding at 1, 3, and 5 cm source-to-
collimator distances.
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similar estimated deviation methods. In all cases, the improved
imaging performance (NNPS, CNR, and COV) can effectively avoid
the influence of mixed noise characteristics. In particular, an anal-
ysis of the CNR and COV results showed that our proposed median
filter is applied more effectively at a 5 cm than at a 3 cm source-to-
collimator distance. This result is due to image performance
degradation when we used increasing source-to-collimator dis-
tance. In addition, the superior noise characteristics achieved with
the proposed median filter in the CZT pixelated semiconductor
gamma camera system is expected to provide a lower radiation
dose, which is one of the most controversial topics in the field of
diagnostic imaging.

4. Conclusion

In this study, the development and implementation of a median
filter using an improved thresholding method in a CZT pixelated
semiconductor gamma camera system was presented and used to
evaluate the noise characteristics using various evaluation param-
eters. Our results demonstrated that proposed median filter
accomplished its goals of noise reduction in CZT gamma camera
images.
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